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CONSIDERATION OF THE DRAFT CONVENTION ON, THE RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF 
FOREIGN ARBITRAL AWARDS (E/2704 and Corral, ~/2822 and Add,1 to 6; E/CONF,26/2, 
26/3 and Ada& 26/4, 26/7; E/CONL~~/L,~ to ~,12) (continued) 

General debate 

Sir Claude COREA (Ceylon) said there were many reasons for concluding 

a new convention. The volume and complexity of international trade had grown 

steadily since 1927; the entire character of world trade had been altered as a 

result of revolutionary changes, some of them political, such as the attainment 

of independence by many nations, others economic, such as increased co-operation 

between States, and still others technical, caused by the latest scientific 

discoveries* A more precise and comprehensive international instrument than the 

1927 Convention would encourage the expansion of trade and thus promote general 

well-being and prosperity. It would also further the progressive development of 

international law - one of the purposes of the United Nations, Ceylon, which in 

recent years had enacted laws to encourage and facilitate arbitration, particu1arlY 

welcomed the holding of the Conference. 

Generally speaking, his delegation was in favour of the Ad Hoc Committee's 

draft (E/2704 and Corr.1). Nonetheless, he wished to make a few comments, while 

reserving his right to speak at greater length during the discussion of the draft 

article by article. The scope of application of the Convention had rightly been 

made very flexible, so as to ensure acceptance by the largest possible number of 

States. However, its provisions must not be made too vague, His delegation would 

support any draft which introduced clearly defined legal concepts, while taking 

account of the special difficulties of some States. Lastly, the Conference should 

consider with particular care the provisions on the judicial control of the 

recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards, because of the difficulty of 

striking a happy medium between respect for the will of the parties and the 

prerogatives of the State in whose territory the award was to be enforced. 

Mr. TODOROV (Bulgaria) said that the conclusion of a convention would 

indirectly promote trade, in particular between countries belonging to different 

economic and social systems, and that it would also contribute to the development 

Of international law and co-operation between nations. 

/ .I. 
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(M?. Todorov, Bulgaria) 

Bulgaria's foreign trade had more than doubled in volume since 1352; at 

present, Bulgaria maintained trade relations with sixty-three countries. 

consequently, arbitration was being resorted to with increasing frequency and 

was expressly provided for in some commercial agreements. 

, The primary purpose of the Convention should be to institute rapid, 

simplified, clear and efficient procedures for the elimination of the consequences 

of differences and disagreements in business transactions. The Convention should 

therefore be as widely applicable as possible; political discrimination should 

be avoided. The Convention should be open to all States. For the same reason, 

the Conference should reject the so-called "colonial' clause, which had been 

eliminated from the Convention on the Political Rights of Women and the draft 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. The federal clause should 

also be rejected. 

The grounds on which the recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards 

could be refused should be stated precisely and the list given should be exhaustive. 

The decisions of permanent arbitral authorities established under the laws 

of the Contracting States should be regarded as arbitral awards within the 

meaning of the Convention. Lastly, the fact of referring disputes on the 

interpretation or application of the Convention to the International Court of 

Justice should not eliminate the obligatory jurisdiction of the Court. 

Mr. ~~ALOLES (Philippines) recalled that there was a standing conflict, 

in arbitration, between the principle that the will of the parties should prevail 

and the right of control exercised by the States and their courts. That conflict 

arose, in particular, in connexion with the enforcement of arbitral awards, 

especially when they were to be relied upon in a country other than that in which 

they had been made. The diversity of provisions on arbitral procedure, on 

methods of appeal against arbitral awards and on the manner in which they were 

"CO be enforced presented additional difficulties. It was to overcome those very 

difficulties that the 1923 Protocol and the 1927 Convention had been,drawn up. 

More recently, the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe had recommended 

the establishment of a committee of Government experts to prepare a European 

arbitration convention based on the uniform arbitration law prepared by the '. 
International Institute for Unification of Private Law. The Organization of 

/ . . . 
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(Mr. Maloles, Philippines) ---- 

American States, for its part9 had elaboreted an inter-Amw.i.can arbitration system 

and had :included provisions on the enforcement of foreign awards and judgements 

in t;lle Mlntevideo Treaties and the Bustamante Code. The Seventh Conference of 

American States had recommended the adoption of certa.i.n ~‘u1.e~ concerning 

arbitration, but the recommendation had been followed only 'by Colonl'bia. ID 1956, 

a draft uniform law on inter-American commercial arbitration had been adopted. 

The work of various non-governmental organizations also deserved mention. 

The main obstacles in the way of the development of commercial atibitration 

were: the existence of many different arbitration laws and procedures; the 

difficulty of preventing disputes settled by arbitration from being brought before 

the courts; the difficulty of deciding which law was applicable; the uncertainty 

regarding the extent to which an arbitral tribunal could judge in equity rather 

than on the ‘basis of legal concepts; the conditions regarding the nationality 

of the arbitrators; the difficulty of enforcing a foreign award; the fact that 

arbitral clauses were rarely suited to the precise nature of the dispute; the 

lack of arbitration facilities; and exchange difficulties which made it 

difficult to pay fees to foreign arbitrators, 

It was to be hoped that the draft Convention, suittibly amended, would help to 

remove those difficulties. It had 'been suggested in particular that an 

international record office might be set up under the United Nations to register, 

examine and attest the validity of international awards; that would greatly 

facilitate their enforcement, which could then be refused only on the grounds 

stated in the Convention, 

The Philippines had long 

settling disputes. The Civil 

ago recognized arbitration as a valid method of 

Code of 1899 and the revised Civil Code of 1950 

contained provisions on the subject. In principle, the Supreme Court was to have 

defined rules governing the appointment of arbitrators and arbitral procedure but, 

in the absence of such a definition, the Congress had adopted Act No. 876 oa 

arbitration which represented a considerable step fo.mard, although it had no 

PrOViSiOn 013 the enforcement of foreign awards. Philippine jurisprudence, 

recognized the validity of arbitral awards made in accordance with the law and 

with the compromis or the arbitral clause , provided that the awards had become 
final and Opera*iVe and were compatible with the public order. NevertheleSS, 
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arbitration procedure 

courts had so far bad 

was still little used in the Philippines and Philippine 

,to deal with only two arbitral awards. 

Mr. KESTLEII FARME (Guatemala) said that his delegation was participating 
-- -- 

(Mr. Maloles Philippines) ‘- - 

in the present Conference because it W&S convinced that the latter was of great 

importance for the development of international trade L In the present state of 

international relations, it was necessary to adopt common standards for the 

&tlement of commercial disputes. The recognition and enforcement of foreign 

arbitral awards raised COII’@~X problems. That explained why some provisions 

of the draft Convent:ion ‘b~ere drags up in rather general terms, whereas others 

contained some restrictions. That should not, moreover, be regarded as a defect 

but rather as a virtue, since it showed that its authors had tried to adapt it 

to reality, The variety of legal system s made it necessary to establish common 

standards which would state universally recognized principles, while respecting 

the sovereign rights of States and the principles on which their municipal law or 

public policy were based. 

Guatemala recognized the validity of arbitration proceedings and had 

participated in the work of inter-American conferences on the question. The 

Guatemalan delegation found the draft Convention acceptable as a whole, although 

it would have to make reservations concerning certain articles. It reserved the 

right to speak again during the discussion of individual articles. 

Mr. KAISER (Pakistan) said that the development of international trade 

had. r@vealed the inadequacy of the Geui?va Convention and that it would be well 

to re-eXad.ne the procedure for enfoking arbitral awards in the light of present 

circumstances, Arbitration was an, economic method of settling disputes which 

arose Out of international trade relations; since some of its merit lay in its 

Simplicity, a leading role in the proceedings should be left to the parties. . 

That factor should not be forgotten in examining the draft Colavention. 

That document was an tmproverneat on the 1927 Convention. Nevertheless, it 

was open to certain reservations. To keep within the bounds of generalities, it 

might be Pointed out, among other things, that the draft did not Contain any 

aefinitioxl of the most’ important key terms and phrases to be found in it. It 

would therefore be advisable to draft an additional article ,which would define, 

among other things, arbitral awards, arbitration proceedings, persons whether 

I . . . 
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(_Mr. Kaiser, Pakistan) 

physical or legal, commercial contracts Mid COUtrWtiII~; StatcS. The iAclusion 

of such an article vould not only be in Ccllf~~:~lKi.~~ With the usual international 

practice but it would also provide a more practical basis for* the Convention. 

Mr. GURINOVICH (Byelorussian Soviet SoCiakiSt Republic) thought that - 
no efforts should be spared to increase international economic co-operation. 

The development of trade relations between nations, based on equality and mutual 

interest, should be particularly encouraged inasmuch as it helped to increase 

confidence between States. 1n that respect, a convention on the recognition 

and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards which would facilita,te the rapid and 

effective settlement of disputes would exert a propitious influence. It would, 

of course, be necessary to ensure that none of the provisions of that instrument 

were likely to create difficulties and that it was possible for all States to 

accede to it. It would be advisable, therefore, to amend certain points in the 

draft before the Conference. 

Article I (continued) - 

Mr. KORAL (Turkey) said that the criticisms that had been made of his 

amendment (E/CONF.26/L.3/R ev.1) at the preceding meeting (I~/CONF,~~/SR.~) could 

be reduced to a single one: namely, the fear that States might he obliged to 

recognize the validity of arbitration proceedings held in their own territory 

in conformity with a foreign law, The propoaed text would by no means have 

that result; to say, as did the Turkish amendment, that awards made under the 

authority of a law other than that of the country in which they were relied UpOn 

were considered foreign or international awards was quite different from saying 

that arbitration proceedings could be held in a given country in conformity with 

the law of another country. In the latter case there was an element of 

Permission which was completely absent from the former. The Turkish formula 

was merely a definition; it specified that if an award was made under the 

authority Of a law other than that of the place where it was relied upon, such an 

award would come under the Convention. It did not go farther than that and 

there appeared to be no grounds for the fears felt in that respect. 

The following example would illustrate the exact scope of his amendment* 

Two Englishmen, residing in England, submitted a dispute to French law for 

I a.* 



&7tlelnent; the arbitratOr gave all award in conformity with that law; application 

for exequatur was made to the English judge, who found that the proceedings had 

beenheld in confOrmity With French laV whereas in that case English law required 

t&t English arbitral procedure should be followed. The proposed formula would 

not have the effect of abliglng the English judge to consider the award a foreign 

One and to order execluatur, __I_--- iI3&3InUCh &S he was confronted with an English rule 

of law, of clearly defined scope, which prohibited enforcement, 

The proposed criterion was not calculated to provide an exception in English 

internal rule. It lllerely provided a definition of a non-national award. The 

English judge, therefore, would be able to apply the Convention in cases where, 

under English law, an award made in conformity with a foreign law might be valid. 

Thus there would apparently be no objection, from the point of view of English 

law, to the English judge granting exequatur of an arbitral award rendered in 

Turkey, in conformity with Turkish law, even if the dispute was between a Turk 

and a Greek and even if that dispute was settled in Turkey in conformity with 

French law. 

The criterion proposed by Turkey wa s in no way meant to be in opposition to 

internal prohibitory or imperative laws but it was more flexible than the 

territorial criterion. It was essential that a judge who had to decide on an 

exequatur in countries using the continental legal system should be given wider 

latitude in determining internal awards and foreign awards. The Turkish amendment 

met that need without thereby inconveniencing the countries of Anglo-American 

law and the countries of South American law. It was the only formula which could 

be acceptable to all: it did not contain the words "foreign" or "internal"; 

it did not prevent a local judge from ruling that an arbitral award made in his 

country in conformity with a foreign law was to be considered a national award; 

it Permitted the judge to regard any award made in a foreign country in conformity 

with the law of that country as a foreign award; it gave due regard to the 

continental conception whereby arbitration proceedings could be held in one 

country in conformity with the law of another. 

The adoption of the Turkish amendment would not require any changes in the 

ter~i~oh3y of the rest of the Convention: it would be sufficient to define, in 

One article, the meaning to be given to the expression "foreign awards", 

/ . . . 
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Mr. j’jiJI;()\J (Federal Rcp~iblic of Gel’111al1y) wished to :;lcpp:l.t.:lllen~t his 
-- 

Government ) s observations on tzrticle I of .the dl’nf% Convention (E/2&2, annex 1) . 

Tlze solu-tion whcre’by the ConvenLion would apply to ar’lsitral. a%iards made in the 

territory of a State other than the State in which such awards were relied upon 

did no-t appear to be satisfactory. Be gave the following example. Two German 

businessmen residing in the United Kingdom SilJllIi,tted il di SpUte t0 arbitrati.on; 

did not seem ri&t: since the German Law n:i.’ :p~~ceclwct? llad been ~lpplied, German 

law regarded that award as German; in addition, such ;L solution would have the 

effect of seriously ini’ringing the autonomy oi’ the wi.ll off ‘t&c :partiea, which 

should be respected L Moreover, sccorindg to 1 u : ssel on the Law of Arbitration, it 

was not certain that the territorial theory ~1s ctrictly uppl.:i.ed even in the 

Anglo-Saxon countries * 

It was iiece,'js~uy~ thcrei'ore, to provide LI, dif'l'eyent c.xx~ncct5.n~~ ibctor from the 

one given in the draft. The representative of’ :JVance had c;ho’~~n ~that according to 

the jurisprudence of the French Court of’ Casoation and the dt~reme Court of the 

Federal Republic of Germany the nature of the award depended on the rules of 

procedure which were uppli.ed. That was also the opinion oi’ Mn.-, Klein in his work 

entit.led. Consideration sur I’arbitraf~e en dr0i.t internationaQ* (page 511). . . ..--. * .-,.-- ~--“-----L---” .-.- -. 

Lastly, i-t should be noted thu% the nationallity OP the parties did, not aff’ect t;he 

internal or foreign character of’ an award ;tnd that, that was just as true in the 

civil law countries as in the common :Lsw co~wL:~~~~s s 

The eight-Power amendment (E/CONF. 26/1,.6) and the Turkish amendment 

(E/CONI?.26/L.~/P \ev,l.) revealed similar points of concern, but ~?hile the latter 

formula seemed ticceptablc the former seemed ever1 better, By leaving i-t to the 

judge to decide whether an award was national or not, it uvoic~cd any interference 

with internal law. 

Lastly, he pointed ou% that the joint amendment (E/cOnli’.2C;/L,.6) could be 

incorporated into the rest of the draft wi-tllout raising any dif:ficu:l.-ties of 

- terminology. 

/ .*. 



essential t11a't ail absOlUtc2l.~[ C!l.tXd,r* criterion, i IlcnJ,xLbl e of dive rgen-t 

interpretations, allou:Lcl be t2 3tQ-KL5, shed. ‘The Conl’erence wafl c) tailed upon to draw 

up a Convention on ,the recognition and en:l'on:c3iu3it of certain so-. calicd. ;Poreign 

awards, ana Ihe least it could El.0 w38 to dc$e:l.M.ne to ‘FJ1?ich awards thnt Convention 

should be made applicable. In the case consiclered by the Federal l:ej3ublic of 

Germany (E/2822) , the sar11e awa~il. cc.luld ‘be reCl;:l’i.*ded as a national. award ‘by -tvo 

different Sta’L;es, but that situcati’on really i-‘rovi.ded a weighty argul~ent agaigst the 

over-vague forr~~ls~ set out in the eight-Power amendment. If the Conference 

aQ$ed that arllendlnent , the signatories of the future Convention would not know 

tile exact scope of’ tkze $ield ol’ ti,pp:L'jca-kion of’ the Convention. 

The representative of t$~~~k.ey J.-ad atteaq;ked to lay down i3, criterion on the 

basis of which i.I; ~OUJ~J Z,e pocsi'ble to detemilie whether an awed was f'oreign in 

the sense of the Collvelltion (~/CilNF o 26/L, 3/Xkv W 1) . Unfortunately, that amendrtlenk 

was not satis:fac.t;ory eitb,er; on th:Lt poillt his delegation’9 view 1ras very similar 

to that of the :rqresents,tiva of’ ~el@.u~ and Guatemala. In Colombia certain rules 

of procedure Governing ar;bi~l;~~ation brere pu’blic provisions; they were imperative 

in character and had the status of consLitutiona1 laws. Colombia could not, 

therefore, recosilize tile au+~~or+.-t;y 0% any arbitr’sl award other -than one given in 

accordance wi-k those inoperative rules. 

If the majori-l;y of mltibers were in favour of the Turkis amenbment, it might 

Perhaps be a&visa,ble to alter the wording. l_'lle -&presentatiVe 0% Turkey held 

referred to the case of a country’ in wllich all rules regarding a.rbik%tiOn would 



be optional. If in such a country the parties decided to set LIP an arbitral 

tribunal applying a foreign procedure, the Colombian delegation considered that, 

under the Turkish amendment as it stood, the arbitral award would have to be 

regarded as national and not as foreign, since it would have been made under the 

authority of the national legislation which authorized the parties to apply a 

foreign law, 

The territorial criterion embodied in article I of the draft Convention had 

been criticized. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany had cited 

examples in which an award made in the territory of a State other than that in 

which it was relied upon would nevertheless have to be regarded as domestic. The 

representative of France had criticized the territorial criterion on the grounds 

that it might be difficult to specify the place of the award, when, for example, 

such an award was made by correspondence. That, however, was an exceptional case; 

The arbitrators were obliged to discuss the question, to hear the parties and to 

deliberate, all of which factors made it necessary for the arbitral tribunal to 

have a permanent place of meeting. Even in the exceptional case of an award being 

made by carrespondence, the place of the award could be determined, just as was, 

in all legislative systems3 the place where a contract was entered into by 

correspondence. He therefore saw no valid objection to article I of the draft 

Convention. It was not perhaps perfect but it had the merit of providing a 

criterion and the obvious course seemed to be to entrust the,task of improving it 

to a working group. 

Mr. COHN (Israel) associated himself with the views of the Colombian -..- -- 
representative regarding the Turkish amendment (E/CONF.26/L.g/Rev.l). That 

amendment raised legal c$Estions of all kinds which would no doubt be the joy of 

jurists, but might be a torrcent to plaintiffs. It should be borne in mind that the 

main pur)?ose of the Conference was to draw up a Convention that was clear, 

unequivocal and easy to putinto practice. Having had occasion to speak privatelY 

with several representatives, he was more'than ever convinced that the best 

solution was to discuss the questions in working groups. 
.' /,' .I Mr. NESTLER FARNES (Guatemala) said that as his country was faithful to 
'.~~ ',!. the principle of territoriality it could not accept any other criterion, which ! 7 2 
I$: / . . . 
', 
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(Mr. Nestler Fames, Guatemala) -- 

lrould raise insoluble problems for it in view of the imperative nature of 

G~aixma~all laws of procedure. Guatemalan legislation was on very much the same 

lines as Colombian legislation and in Guatemala, as in Colombia, a large number 

of procedural provisions were of a constitutional nature, Thus Guatemala could 

not adopt any other criterion without amending its Constitution. Under Guatemalan 

law exequatur could be granted for a foreign award only under certain ccnditions 

deriving from the principle of territoriality or for reasons of public policy. 

For example, it would not be possible in Guatemala to enforce a foreign arbitral 

award made in default of the appearance of one of the parties or against a person 

who was domiciled in Guatemala but absent from the country. It was equally 

impossible to enforce an award which was based on an action in rem or which 

involved property situated in.Guatemala, since that would create insurmountable 

difficulties. He had, of course, no intention of forcing Guatemalan legislation 

on the Conference but he was trying to find a solution which would not undermine 

the very bases of the various systems in force in each of the participating States. 

Mr. URABE (Japan) said that, for the reasons already stated by the 

representative of Israel, he was not convinced that the eight-Power amendment 

(E/coNF.26/~,6) was acceptable. The Japanese delegation preferred the original 

text, which had the merit of laying down a very clear criterion on the basis of 

which it was possible to determine what was meant by foreign ,award. What the 

business world wanted was perfectly clear criteria which would make it possible 

to know for certain and in advance which awards would be recognized and enforced 

in a particular country. The busine$s world would be left in doubt if the 

Conference adopted the eight-Power amendment. In addition, it seemed that that 

amendment would have far-reaching effects on other articles of the Convention, 

particularly articles III and IV. It would influence the question of whether legal 

control should be entrusted to the country of enforcement or to the country of 

the award. Before taking a final position on the subject the Japanese delegation 

would like one of the sponsors of the amendment to clarify that point. 

The Japanese delegation fully understood the legal theory underlying the 

Turkish amendment (E/coNF.~~/L. 9/R ev.1) but was not convinced that the text was 

acceptable from a practical point of view. If the Conference adopted the 

/ . . . 
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(Mr e Urabe, JapE) 

arbitration in accordance with fnx-eilr,n procedurx7. 

Tine Turkish amendment (~/CON1;1.26/L.~/Rcv.:L) ~x~.l.d havt! the: disadvanta@ of 

lead-ing to refusa1.s to enforce awards in a fuiuly I.ar~l;c nuniber of cases. Under 

the Turkish amendment an awurd which was made in :L fox%xi~n country in accordance 

with BcQian ls,w and. was to be enfoxcd in BeJ.gi.um ~~~u:l.ii. not come within the 

purview of the Convention. As such an amxd wm cmx~idcred in Bel&brn to be a 

fOlT?i@ll award, il; cou1.d be enforced. neither on the 1x~c:i.u tsP ntztionaI. Iaw nor on 

the basis of the Convention. It was essential., thc:rcxK?xtx2, that the criterion 


